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Measurement of the angular distributions at energies E± = Er ± % rr and E 0 = Er• where
Er and rr are the isolated resonance energy and width, respectively, permits one to separate the contribution of the direct mechanism to the reaction cross section.
IN the ( dp ), ( dn ), ( pn) and other reactions involving light nuclei and incident particles of medium energy. isolated resonances corresponding to
quasi -discrete levels of a compound nucleus are
observed in a number of cases. 1 However, the
angular distributions of the reaction products are
not usually symmetric with respect to 90°. and
have maxima which are characteristic for direct
interaction processes. This gives a basis for the
assumption that direct and resonance mechanisms
for the reaction are both present simultaneously.
Then, owing to the interference between the two
mechanisms, an analysis of experimental data on
the angular distributions is extremely difficult. In
the present article, it is shown that if the energy of
the incident particles is sufficiently large in comparison with the height of the Coulomb barrier,
then the measurement of the angular distribution at
energies Er and Er ±% rr (where Er and rr
are the energy and width of the isolated resonance)
permits us to separate the contribution of the direct
mechanism to the differential cross section for the
reaction.
The reaction amplitude in the vicinity of an isolated resonance of a compound nucleus can be
written in the form
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where ci>i and <I>f are the wave functions of the
initial and final states of the system,
,.
...Vd is the
direct-interaction operator, Vi and Vf are the interactions in the initial and final states, Xr is the
wave function of the compound nucleus, and Er and
r r are the energy and width of the resonance.
For incident particle energies greater than the
Coulomb barrier (in the region of carbon Ec

Zeo/R "' 3 Mev ), the angular distributions of the
direct reactions are satisfactorily described in the
plane-wave approximation. 2 In this approximation,
in the simpler case of inelastic scattering of spinzero particles, the direct mechanism amplitude is
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where h and jf are the spins of the initial and
final nuclei, L is the transferred orbital angular
momentum, and (} is the c.m.s. scattering angle.
"' d
The nuclear matrix elements F L
jijf (Kif) of V
between ci>f and ci>i determine the differential
cross section for the direct mechanism of the reaction:

(3)

where l and t.. are the orbital angular momenta of
the partial waves in the incoming and outgoing
channels, I is the spin of the resonance level of
the compound nucleus. The nuclear matrix elements
v~ii and vffi of vi and vf between <I>i and <I>f.
and Xr determine the partial widths of the incoming and outgoing channels:

The direct and resonance mechanism amplitudes
in stripping reactions are of similar form (see,
for example, reference 3).
The interference term in the differential cross
section, as seen from (2) and (3), contains the factor
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where we have introduced the notation
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For incident particles of medium energy, the experimentally observed resonance widths in light
nuclei are of the order 10 - 100 kev. In the region
far from the reaction threshold, the direct mechanism cross section d<rd/dn varies appreciably
over intervals of the order of 1 - 2 Mev and is
practically constant within the limits of the resonance width. Denoting
J (E; 6) = dadjdQ +darfdQ -j-daint/dQ,

we readily obtain from formulas (4) and (5)
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Hence the proposed method of measurement of the
angular distributions makes it possible to separate
the contribution of the direct mechanism to the reaction cross section from the compound nucleus
formation mechanism.
It is also of interest to determine the sum
d<rr/dn + J~ = Xr ( () ), characterizing the contribution from the compound nucleus formation mechanism to the angular distribution. According to (4)
and (5),
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and gk_ ( () ) are re.al functions of the scattering
angle. The term J~, containing A, vanishes for
E = Er, its absolute value attains a maximum at
I E - Er I = %r r• and changes s_ign upon passing
through resonance. The term J~, containing B,
depends on the energy in the same way as the resonance cross section
dQ = (E-E/+f;l4'
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Owing to the law of conservation of parity, the sum
L + l + A. is always even, regardless of the spin of
the particles taking part in the reaction. Therefore the interference term close to Er has the
form
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Since part of the interference term
occurs in
Xr ( () ), then Xr ( ()) is not symmetric with respect
to 90° if B ¢ 0. If B = 0, then Xr ( ()) = Xr ( 1T - () ),
since in this case Xr ( ()) = ( d<Tr /dn) IE = Er. If
this condition is fulfilled, analysis of the angular
distribution permits one to determine the spin of
the resonance level of the compound nucleus.
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